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Recent progress In our understanding of pd + 3He*0 up to 2.5 GeV Is review-
ed. The main contributions are known but the calculations do not reproduce
details of the observables even In the a peak. The experimental data on neu-
tral meson production at threshold up to the »(1020) Is discussed. The mea-
sured high counting rate of n's provides a nice opportunity to study rare and
forbidden n decays by the easy 3He tagging.

1. INTRODUCTION

Meson production by pd Interaction has attracted attention for a long t ine,

especially for the case of two-body final states. There are two reasons for

that. F i rst , a missing mass spectrum Is easily obtained by detection of the
3He1 providing an easy tool for studying neutral meson production1. Another mo-

tivation Is the study of the (p,* ) reaction mechanism. The pd • 3He*0 (or 3Hx+)

Is one of the simplest reactions In which one nucléon Is added to the pp -» du

process considered as the main contribution. The avai labi l i ty of polarized beams

allows more severe tests of the reaction mechanisms. Several experimental and

theoretical papers In this f ie ld have appeared2. A comparison between 3He*0 and
3 H K + channels Is a test of the principle of charge Independence3.

The threshold phenomena have revigurated the Interest In meson production.

The surprising low background for r\ production at threshold and the possibility

to tag them by a 3He detection has given hope to study forbidden or rare decays

of the T).

2. PION PRODUCTION
The importance of the U 3 3 resonance in 500 MeV proton Interaction Is well

known. The A shows up as a peak In the excitation function of the cross section
In forward or backward direction. At T • 1.2 GeV a broad second bump is obser-
ved at 180* [ref.*1] which is the subject of much recent research in this chan-
nel. In this energy range the N*(1520) (strongly coupled to *H) can be excited,
but more likely are two û's Involving the three nucléons In this high momentum
transfer process. In addition, the angular distribution of the analysing power
A measured at LAMPF5 and Saclay6 shows that the mechanism Is quite specific for
the backward situation. The analysing power T 2 0 measured from threshold to Td «
2.2 GeV at 0' and 180* (fig.l) allows with the cross section an amplitude
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FIGURE 1
Cross section and T20 for dp + 3He*0 measured at O' and 160' [ref.7J as a func-

tion of the deuteron kinetic energy.

analysis7. We have performed with C. Kerboul and M. D i I l Ig" simple calculations

of five possible contributions ( f i g . 2a). They are a two-nucleon process with

excitation by x exchange of either a A33 or an N*(1520), and a three-nucieon

process with the excitation of two A 3 3 . The wave functions are taken as Gaus-

sians In r space and the interaction is fixed at the most probable value in q

space at each energy.

At O* ( f i g . 2b) the A excitation In graph 2 is dominent. The N* can show up

in graph 1 or 2 around 2.1 GeV. At 180* ( f ig.2c) a ttiree-nucleon mechanism as

graph 3 is important even In the A peak. I t appears to be a dominant contribu-

tion in the region of the second bump. Excitation of the N* by a two-nucleon

process Is négligeable at backward angles as the resonance term Is completely

cut by the % propagator.

In a more refined calculation, the importance of the three-nucleon diagrams

for backward % production was demonstrated by Laget and Lecolley9. They sum

coherently the contribution of one-, two- and three-nucleon absorption terms

(f ig.3a) with real ist ic wave functions (O states are included) and with proper

antisymmetrization. The A resonance Is expl ici t ly treated and other *N resonan-

ces are taken into account via the phase shif ts. The %H phase shifts have l i t t l e

influence at 180*. Their impact is larger at 0* around T 3 I GeV but they de-

crease substantially the A contribution through Interference. A bump is clearly

produced by the three-nucleon terms at 180* in the excitation function of the

cross section ( f i g . 3b). This contribution improves the angular distribution of
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FIGURE 2
Five contributions ; a) Feynman graphs, b) results at 0*, c) results at 180*.

the cross section in the backward hemisphere even In the region of the first
bump (T =• SOO MeV). However the T20 (fig. 3c) remains poorly reproduced espe-
cially In the A peak region. A contribution of an NA Intermediate rescattering
term (found with a large phase of ~ 50* In empirical analysis of pp + pn*+

[ref.l3J) should be considered to Improve the calculations.
Plouin and WIIkIn have stressed that the Ti3He channel 1s open at T. « 1788

MeV, just at the energy where Interferences In the cross section and 1n the T20

analysing power have been observed. This channel has a large cross section com-
parable to the «° production1*. It seems doubtful that the r\ threshold by Itself
will create the broad structure (115 MeV In the center of mass) of the cross
section, but It could affect the narrow T20(180*) structure.
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FIGURE 3
Contribution to the pd •» 3HeK0 a) Feynman graphs, b) comparison to the 180*

excitation function, c) comparison to T20 [ r e f . 9 J .

CH ŝe to the «° threshold (3.5 MeV above), we have measured the T20 for

dp • *He*° [ r e f . 1 0 ] . The result Is

T20 - - 1.312 ± 0.039

From this value Germond and WIIkIn12 could confirm the dominance of « absorption
on an Isoscalar pair of nucléons. It is found 1n a ratio 22 with respect to
Isovector absorption.

A coupled channel calculation Is a better approach, but one faces the diffi-
cult problem of 3 and 4 bodies per channel. The work of Ueda1" goes In that
direction. It uses covariant amplitudes and obeys unitarity. The coupling
strengths are taken from a coupled channel analysis of the two-body system Ud,
NN). It can In principle Incorporate most of the Important points of this phy-
sics here : one-, two- and three-nucleon absorption, distortion, Iteration of
the various graphs. He found a semi-resonance of the d-p system In the states
2 D ^ 2 and h0i/2 by exchange of a A at 30 MeV below NNA threshold. The calcula-
tions are still far from the experiment except for the shape of T20(ISO*) above
« threshold. This courageous approach should be pursued.

A test of charge Independence has been made by comparing the tensor asymmetry
of the 3He*0 and 3 H K + channels measured at Td - 1.1 GeV [ref.

15J and four angles
with good statistics (fig. 4). No deviation Is observed for this observable at
5*. 17* and 62* with a precision of 2 X, A small effect Is seen at 100*. It Is
probably due to the large variation with angle of the Jacobian peak.
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FIGURE 5
FIGURE 4 Cross section (a) and T20 (b) of dp *

Tensor asymmetry for dp • 3 H K + and 3Hen
0 measured close to the threshold

dp •» 3He*0 measured at 1.1 GeV for as a function of the final momentum In
several center of mass angles1b. the center of mass16.

3. THE PRODUCTION OF n AND OTHER HEAVIER MESONS

The T) production around threshold Is comparable to the «° oroduction1*. Me

have measured with SPES4 (LNS Saturne) the T 2 0 and the cross r;t1on of dp +

(fig. 5)

<Wda C M « (p*/p{jHf,,|
2 IfJ 2 • 1.4 ± 0.1 nb/sr

This cross section has to be compared to |fxl
2 * 3.1 * 0.2 ub/sr from the Pickar

production data11. The measured value of T 2 0 at threshold (- 0.15 i 0.05) 1s not

understood 1n the model of Germond and HIIkIn17 that Mas successful for «

absorption at threshold12. Even taking Into account the exchange of p and n In

addition to the ». between the two nucléons emitting the n, the computed T20

remains slightly positive In contrast to the experimental value. They pointed

out the Importance of the p which is the dominant contribution In the two-

nucleon mechanism. The cross section is also too small by a factor 4 so that

some contribution is missing in this calculation. The exchange of heavier mesons

is important because of the high momentum transferred at the n threshold, but as

in the case of the % production, a three-nucleon mechanism should be considered.

r
a



It Is actually found to be dominant 1n a recent calculation18 that was done as

an extension of a * production model9 (fig. 6). Only the * exchange 1s conside-

red and the i)N * *N amplitude Is taken from partial wave analysis. The excita-

tion function at 180* 1s slightly overestimated and the minimum at T * 1 GeV Is

not well reproduced. A value of - 0.5 1s computed for T20 around threshold which

compares favorably with the experimental value (- 0.15 to - 0.30). To Improve

the model, the p should be considered In the Intermediate exchanges.
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FIGURE 6
Calculation of dp •» 3Hen cross section
at 180* expressed as a function of the
proton kinetic energy. The solid curve

Is the full calculation^e.

FIGURE 7
Experimental spectrum of 3He detected
at SPES4 for the dp + 3Hen° reaction at
various energies above

[ref.i'j
n0 threshold

Most of the surprise cones from the large peak to background ratio when just

the 3He is detected. The estimate of the background Is 1 % at 3 NeV (deuteron)

above r\ threshold (fig. 7). Close to threshold the 3He1S are concentrated in the

forward direction and a spectrometer with a moderate solid angle can collect



all of them. The detection of the 3He 1s a good way to tag the production of a

neutral meson, but the cross section has to be large at threshold. To study this

possibility we have measured the counting rate of pd * 3HeX with SPES4 from

200 MeV up to 1.8 GeV19. For each Incident energy, the 3He momentum Is chosen so

that its center of mass momentum 1s close to zero. It corresponds to the largest

possible missing mass X which Is produced at threshold (fig. 8). In the mass

region observed the «° and the t)° are produced with a high counting rate. We

have also studied the u above threshold (fig. 9). Up to 500 MeV/c 1n the center

of mass, the cross section remains Isotropic (S-wave) and 1s compatible with a

constant (|f|2 » 0.05 ub/sr, do/do • (p*/pJH fj2)-

p * i • H(3 + »m»ja
T(stull)+350 H*V O* e.m.

101

FIGURE 8
Threshold excitation curve of

pd + 3HeX
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FIGURE 9
The U production close to threshold in
pd + 3He1D : a) counting rate of

 3He In
the focal plane, b) measured cross
section as a function of the final mo-

mentum In the center of mass19.

In the best case, the peak to background ratio Is equal to 1. This makes It

hard to perform a tagged u> experiment In this manner.

A sharp decrease in the counting rate Is observed at T * 1.45 GeV (Mx = 850

MeV). It does not correspond to a known meson and Its origin is not clear yet.



A very weak signal 1s found In the region of the misting mass of the T1' and

4. At the i) there Is a resonance-like structure of the background ( f i g . 10a).

I t 1s attributed by MIIkIn20 to a cusp effect coupling the 3Hen "Hh the back-

ground (Zn and 3n production). Cusp effects at the r\ threshold have been re-

ported for n"p • *-p [ re f . 2 1 J and YP + H0P U+n) reaction2 2 .
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FIGURE 10
Cusp-I1ke effects In the threshold excitation curve of pd • 3HeX around the n
mass (a) (The n I t se l f Is not shown see f i g . 8) around n' mass (b) and Sn the
excitation function of dp + 3He*0 around the threshold of 3H «+ ( c ) .

The special shape of the Interference did suggest to WIWn the existence of

a pole close to the physical region. I t means a strong Interaction In the

system which 1s almost bound ; this comes from a shift of S n 1n the nuclear me-

dium. Other cusp-like effects are suggested around the V missing mass and at

the threshold of 3 H K + In the dp •• 3He*0 reaction ( H g . 10b and c ) .

From the data, we estimate that I t 1s possible to produce 7 » Itft tagged n

per second using a beam of 5 * 1011 protons per burst at 2 HeV above threshold

and a 5 cm liquid target. The possibility to study forbidden decays as ne, and

rare decays u V or even e+e™ are Investigated at Saturne23. I t Is crucial to

study the nature of the background. Even a I0Z0 0 t a l l of the p can produce

allowed decays (e+e" or u+u") which way spoil the research of certain rare t)°

decays. The detection of the decay product around the target has to be extremely



selective against the high hadronic background (1010p/s) produced around the
target, mainly in the forward direction. Other ways to produce n are also stu-
died as pp + ppn recently observed with a cross section > 10 jib (still pre-
liminary, acceptance nat folded) a few MeV above threshold at SPES III (LNS)21*.
A 6LIp + 7LIT) reaction will be studied In July at IV. The reanalysis of np + dr) '
Indicates a large cross section. It is estimated to be 0.2 ± 0.1 mb [ref.25J.
The reaction «~p *• ijn could produce 103 TJ/S with a 10 cm liquid target and "J

107 *-/s at 690 MeV/c [ref.26J (cross section ~ 87 nb/sr) but the background at t

the T) missing mass seems much larger than for the pd •» 3Hen reaction. Lower br

pion beam Intensity will however produce less background around the target. The ~
«3He • 3 H D reaction has also a large preducted cross section (« 2 tib/sr at ' c

forward angles) and should be investigated.

4. CONCLUSION
A large set of observables have been measured for the 3Hex° (or 3Hn+) chan- "'

nels up *o Tn ~ 2 GeV. The reaction mechanism Investigated in a pertubative e

itapproach Is only roughly understood. The A 3 3 dominates at forward angles, but
other nucléon resonance such as N*(1520) could show up around Td « 2 GeV. At

 <c

backward angles, three-nucleon process sharing the large momentum transfer are e

important even 1n the Û peak region. They are dominant 1n the second bump obser-
ved in the excitation function. The calculations are far from reproducing the e

polarization observables, especially the T 2 0 which Is a difference of squared ed

amplitudes. A lot of improvements should be Investigated like MA in Intermediate te

states, better relative phases, and a coupled channel approach should be tried.
An Interesting perspective 1s open because of the low background and large qe

cross sections of pd • 3Het| at threshold. A possible study of rare and forbid- d~
den decays of n tagged by 3He 1s now being Investigated. The r\ couples strongly '•*
with the background leading to cusp effects. It may even affect other channels 'ls

(3He«o at T) threshold). It Is also a good filter for N* excitation. Up to T n -
1.2 GeV it seems that the strong production of mesons at threshold Is unique. e>

Some information on u and may be n' could be obtained In the future by pd in- '"
teraction.

I am happy to thank M. Garçon, J.M. Laget, B. Mayer, B. Nefkens and F. Plou- JU~
in for Illuminating discussions in the course of preparing this contribution. :n-

The experimental Informations were measured by several large teams of physicists £ts

that I want to thank collectively here.
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